Blackett negotiated with Royal Society officers for his paper to appear immediately in Nature, rather than following the slower timetable of the Royal Society's Proceedings.% He arranged for notices of his lecture to be sent to a list of specified individuals, including members of the Royal Astronomical Society.&
The Thursday afternoon meeting of 15 May 1947 was not a joint session of the Royal Society and the Royal Astronomical Society, as had been the case on that famous Thursday afternoon in 1919 when Astronomer Royal Sir Frank Dyson announced the results of two recent eclipse expeditions that had tested Albert Einstein's general theory of relativity.' But Blackett probably had that earlier occasion in mind. Nor did Blackett, like Dyson, Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington and C. R. Davidson in 1919, have confirming evidence for a theory in hand. But he did outline a precise plan for obtaining the evidence.
In his 1947 Royal Society lecture, Blackett announced what he called a new law of nature, precipitating a brief media-event in science journalism. During the next month or so, reporters sought out Blackett, described as a ' tall, dark, handsome scientist with a taste for natty grey suiting '.( The weekly News Review headlined a report ' Newton, Einstein -and now Blackett ', prominently displaying Blackett's purported new law, even while misprinting it (see Figure 1 ).) BBC listeners heard the physicist Edward N. da C. Andrade give an account of the ' new discovery. '* Then the real work began. Blackett, a Navy officer from the First World War and a founder of operational research during the Second World War, as well as a veteran of Ernest Rutherford's Cavendish Laboratory, marshalled his considerable experimental and managerial skills across several disciplinary domains in a strategy for testing a purported new law through a network of evidence. The result was the speedy demise of the law and of the theory, largely as a result of Blackett's well-coordinated strategy.
Yet, paradoxically, Blackett's very skills as a laboratory experimentalist and a research leader extricated him from what might at first appear to have been a futile leap into fundamental theory. He constructed an instrument -an improved astatic magnetometer -that outlived the physical theory that it falsified. Under Blackett's direction, the instrument was used to develop new evidence in favour of a different theory, the geophysical theory of continental drift.
What follows is a brief account of the experimental history of Blackett's theory from 1947 to 1952 and an assessment of the reasons that Blackett's interest in developing a fundamental law of nature is not as surprising as it first might seem. I conclude with some observations about Blackett's views on relationships between theories, on the one hand, and forbidden and permitted experiments, on the other.
BLACKETT'S FUNDAMENTAL THEORY OF MAGNETISM
At the close of the war, Blackett returned from his duties at the Admiralty in London to the physics department at the University of Manchester, where he became Dean of Science and Pro-Vice Chancellor of the University . As director of Manchester's physics laboratories (Figure 2 ), Blackett reorganized laboratory work in cosmic-ray research and installed war-surplus radar equipment for detecting cosmic-ray showers at Jodrell Bank, an open field twenty miles south of Manchester. The equipment quickly became part of the tools for the new field of radioastronomy under the direction of Bernard Lovell."! This is not to say that Blackett's time was spent principally in university administration in the late 1940s and early 1950s. For one thing, he was lobbying government circles on the issue of the international control of atomic energy and opposing British development of nuclear weapons. His strongly polemical book Military and Political Consequences of Atomic Energy appeared in 1948, criticizing the wartime Allied strategy of civilian bombing and sympathizing with Soviet misgivings about American proposals for nuclear weapons policy."" In addition, Blackett had begun investigating cascade showers of electrons in the magnetic field of the sun."# In this work, he noticed that the ratio of magnetic moment to angular momentum has a similar value for both the earth and the sun :
and that the quotient of the ratio (P\U ) " and the ratio (P\U ) # for a Bohr magneton, where (P\U ) # l (P\U ) m l 10(, 11 This matter is the subject of another paper, M.-J. Nye, ' A physicist in the corridors of power : P. M. S. Blackett's opposition to atomic weapons following the war ', Physics in Perspective (1999), 1, in press. Blackett criticized the atomic weapons policies of the United States and argued that the United Kingdom should not acquire atomic weapons. As well, Blackett suggested that the American use of atomic bombs in Japan was a decision driven by a policy of containment of the Soviet Union and not only the war with Japan. Other controversial views included the argument that British bombing of German cities had been militarily ineffective and morally unjustified. Blackett expressed as (P\U) "
is remarkably close to the non-dimensional ratio of the gravitational mass of an electron to its charge :
From this numerical coincidence, Blackett derived a simple relationship between magnetic and angular moment, the gravitational constant G and the speed of light c, employing a constant β :
This equation, briefly known as ' Blackett's equation ', carried the physical meaning that a mass element in motion generates a magnetic field as a fundamental effect of the motion. The larger the mass, the more detectable the magnetic field."$ the above equation must be taken seriously as a possible general law of Nature for all massive rotating bodies … Perhaps this relation will provide the long-sought connexion between electromagnetic and gravitational phenomena."'
The idea of connecting magnetism and rotation was not new. Indeed, Blackett discovered that his predecessor at Manchester, Arthur Schuster, had entertained in 1912 the hypothesis that rotation might be responsible for the earth's magnetism."( Schuster had reasoned that since iron loses its magnetism at high temperatures, it is unlikely that the earth's magnetism is due to a ferrous core. Electrical currents, if responsible for magnetism, would die out over time. After calculating the sun's magnetic intensity using the model of a rotating sphere, Schuster had asked George Hale at Mount Wilson Observatory to try to detect the sun's magnetic field by means of the Zeeman effect. Disappointingly, Hale's figure of 50 gauss was too low for Schuster, who was looking for a value in the range of 62-72 gauss.") Blackett found that, following Schuster's work, there had been a considerable literature in the 1920s on rotational and magnetic effects. For one thing, in the 1910s and 1920s the American physicist Samuel Jackson Barnett had sought a gyromagnetic effect, the magnetization due to rotation that became known as the Barnett effect."* However, as Blackett noted in his 1947 Royal Society lecture, the gyromagnetic effect alone is inadequate to explain the earth's magnetic field. Even if the earth were composed entirely of iron, the Barnett effect would account for a magnetic field only 10 −"! of the earth's actual field. Further, the uniform magnetization produced by the gyromagnetic effect gives a surface field independent of radius, which seemed unlikely for the earth.#! Beginning in 1915, Albert Einstein and Wander Johannes de Haas had investigated the relationship between rotation and magnetization, with an idea similar to Barnett's that orbiting or rotating electrons are responsible for permanent magnetism. They discovered what came to be called the Einstein-de Haas effect, the torque induced in a suspended cylinder as a consequence of its being suddenly magnetized.#" At a 1924 meeting of the Swiss Physical Society, Einstein suggested that the magnetic fields of the earth and the sun might result from a slight difference between the charge of the proton and the electron (the proton charge higher by an amount ε l 3i10 −"* ). However, Auguste Piccard and E. Kessler concluded experimentally in 1925 that the excess, if it existed, must be smaller than 5i10 −#" e.## Einstein continued to think that the magnetic field of the earth might be produced by some charge asymmetry and that the earth's magnetic field ' is not produced by magnetic bodies, but by the entire mass of material linked to the Earth's rotation '.#$ In July 1947 de Haas informed Blackett that he had tried in the 1920s to test whether a rotating mass produced a magnetic field, but that his results had been negative and he had published nothing on the subject.#% Two other earlier experiments caught Blackett's attention. In 1923 H. A. Wilson at Rice University had advanced a hypothesis linking magnetism to motion by analogy with the classical Lorentz expression for the production of a magnetic field by a moving electric charge :
However, Wilson found no laboratory evidence for his conjecture in an experiment with a swinging iron bar about 200 centimetres long and 6 centimetres in diameter.#& Blackett was not surprised at this result, arguing that only rotation, not oscillation, produces a magnetic effect. He thought Wilson's approach could be applied to the mass element of a rotating rigid body, where the velocity term is a product of the angular velocity ω and the distance R of the mass element from the centre of gravity :#'
Thus, what Blackett called ' the Schuster-Wilson Hypothesis '#( could be tested experimentally with a rotating sphere using the Wilson-based equation
where ρ is the density of the sphere.#) Blackett also found that in 1928 the American physicists William F. G. Swann and A. Longacre had experimented with a copper sphere of 10 centimetres radius spinning at 200 revolutions per second, but failed to measure any magnetic field.#* Blackett calculated from his equation (eq. (2)) that the magnetic field for this sphere would have been about 10 −* gauss, but that Swann and Longacre had claimed only to show that no field larger than 10 −% gauss was produced.$! Magnetometers were better in the 1940s than in the 1920s, but Blackett needed one better still. Blackett, then, aimed to construct a sphere larger than Swann's, which could be rotated safely, while producing a field large enough to be detected by an improved magnetometer, on the order of 10 −) gauss. This, he told his audience at the Royal Society, he would do.
The theoretical justification for Blackett's law of nature remained unclear, however. Given the irrelevance of the Barnett effect to the earth's magnetism. Blackett proposed that any proof of his equation would require ' a new fundamental property of matter not contained within the structure of present day physical theory '. What he had in mind was something like Einstein's asymmetry or inequality in positive and negative charges$" and what Blackett called ' the long-sought connexion between electromagnetic and gravitational phenomena '.$# He put a great deal of bearing upon the law expressed in eq. (1) : ' It seems extremely unlikely that the approximate validity of [this equation] could be accidental. Its simplicity, involving as it does only the two macroscopic constants G and c, is in striking contrast to the complexity and arbitrary character of all special theories hitherto put forward ' for the magnetic fields of the earth and the sun. The law was phenomenological in character and, once it was more thoroughly verified, its explanation could come later.$$
INTERDISCIPLINARY VERIFICATION FOR A BIG THEORY
Blackett's programme consisted of four interlocking strategies for testing his law and the theory of the earth's magnetism. These strategies were based in three domains outside Blackett's expertise (astrophysics, theoretical quantum electrodynamics and geophysics), supplemented by Blackett's own design of a rotating-body test, which he called a crucial experiment.$% Let us look, briefly, first, at the domain of astrophysical data, from which Blackett especially sought evidence from Horace Babcock.$& Initial observations of four stars in addition to 70 Virginis fit Blackett's equation if adjustments were made in the value of the constant β. However, Babcock's new data was not encouraging. His observation of the white dwarf 40 Eridani B failed to show a shift or displacement that signalled broadening due to a Zeeman effect and the existence of a high magnetic moment. Worse, Babcock wrote to Blackett in October 1947, the magnetic field of BD-18m3789 not only was variable, but appeared to reverse polarity periodically. Babcock thought that this result argued against the association of the magnetic field with the star's rotating mass.$' Worse still, by November 1947 Babcock reported to Blackett that his father Harold Babcock's continuing work on the magnetic field of the sun, along with Georg Heinrich Thiessen's observations at Hamburg, were leading to increasing conviction among astronomers that the sun's field was smaller than the value published by Hale (and used by Blackett) , and that the field varies or even reverses.$( By 1949, the best value for the sun was down from 50 gauss, the value that Blackett had used in his equation, to 1n5 gauss.$)
Following a second strategy, in the domain of quantum electrodynamics, Blackett asked colleagues for advice : were arguments about asymmetry of charges at all valid ? Was he on the right track about how Lorentz transformations might be changed by the presence of a gravitational field ?$* Pascual Jordan was one of the few theoretical physicists to encourage Blackett, writing that he, too, was working on a general formulation from which Blackett's law might be derived as a special case.%! In contrast, the sentiment of most quantum physicists was negative. Word reached Blackett through his Manchester colleague Le! on Rosenfeld that Wolfgang Pauli maintained longstanding objections to the hypothesis, dating back to Schuster, Einstein and de Haas. If a field were due to acceleration, the simple formula connecting magnetic momentum and mechanical angular momentum should not hold. If the magnetic field were a velocity effect, it should be present also for translation. These, Pauli reiterated, were ideas that had been discussed and dismissed two decades earlier. Blackett. They noted that current experiments in Isidor Rabi's laboratory at Columbia University seemed unlikely to corroborate the asymmetry hypothesis. At Manchester, Blackett's prote! ge! H. Y. Tzu developed an argument that Blackett's theory could work only if some new universal constant, other than G and c, were included in the factor β. But, Tzu suggested, the principle on which this could be done was unclear.%% There was enough interest in Copenhagen for there to be talk of an experimental test as late as the autumn of 1949.%& And at Princeton, the theory was taken up in a colloquium in 1949, with generally negative opinion. S. S. Schweber, then a graduate student in physics at Princeton, has recalled that Einstein made a rare appearance at the colloquium for the discussion of Blackett's theory.%' It seemed unlikely that confirming opinions for Blackett's hypothesis would come from theoretical physicists.%( Even while evidence from the disciplinary domains of astrophysics and quantum electrodynamics was going against Blackett's hypothesis, geophysics was providing a third strategy of proof. Edward C. (Teddy) Bullard, the geophysicist who had worked with Blackett both at the Cavendish and at the Admiralty, was in the audience at Blackett's 1947 Royal Society lecture.%) Bullard pointed out that Blackett's hypothesis for the origins of the earth's magnetism presumed a distributed theory of the earth's magnetism, rather than a core theory. The distributed theory implies that the earth's magnetic field is larger at its surface than at its interior, a prediction that could be tested by measurements of magnetic Finding mine shafts that are free of ordinary magnetic effects is not easy, and the first results from measurements in gold-mine shafts in South Africa were encouraging but inconclusive.&# Stanley Keith Runcorn, a lecturer in geophysics in Blackett's Manchester department, worked out formulas for the bulk and core theories of the earth's magnetism. He also carried out field work in Lancashire that initially seemed to support the distributed, or bulk, theory.&$ However, Runcorn, who had studied geophysics with Bullard at Cambridge, was of two minds on the matter, and he found himself leaning more and more toward Bullard's view that the origins of the earth's magnetic field lie in a moving fluid within the interior, not in the earth's bulk.&% By the summer of 1950, when Bullard returned to England from three years in Toronto, Blackett was on the defensive regarding the bulk theory. A collaborative group from Cambridge and Manchester, headed by Runcorn and assisted by Blackett's Manchester undergraduate students, concluded that magnetic measurements in coal mines at three sites in Yorkshire and Lancashire favoured the core theory and that the earlier South African results were compromised.&& The data set was improved during the next year, so that by 1951 the geomagnetic evidence was failing to support Blackett's theory.
TOWARDS THE ' CRUCIAL EXPERIMENT '
And what of Blackett's own experimental work on the rotating sphere ? Immediately following Blackett's lecture at the Royal Society in May 1947 there was considerable interest in his proposed laboratory test of the rotating body. Andrade told BBC listeners that this test was well nigh impossible : it would require spinning a body of considerable size so fast that it inevitably would fly to pieces as a result of centrifugal forces.&' In a By September 1947 Blackett had in hand a three-page report assessing the conditions and feasibility for his experiment. The experiment would be tricky, indeed dangerous, since the rotational speed of 8000 rpm, as Blackett required, meant a peripheral speed for the disk a little higher than the top speed achieved at Farnborough for wooden aeroplane propeller blades during overspeed tests. An asbestos-filled resinous material was recommended by engineer P. R. Martin for the construction of the disk, as well as the replacement of air with hydrogen in the atmosphere surrounding the disk. This was a new technique just reported for the Oerlikon flywheel-driven railcar.
The apparatus, recommended the report, should be housed in an underground pit, sealed to contain hydrogen, with casing around the rim of the spinning wheel to protect measuring instruments from windage. The driving motor would be on the first floor above the apparatus. Preliminary tests of the rotating disk, it was suggested, could be accomplished in tunnels at the Trafford Park Works of Metropolitan Vickers in Manchester.&* Blackett pursued discussions about metallic and non-metallic disks, receiving engineering advice that led him to envisage a rimless wheel of 40 inches diameter, 7n5 inches thickness, and 1n5 tons in weight.'! At the same time that Blackett was considering the design of a rotating sphere or cylinder, he pressed ahead with the design of a magnetometer that would have greater sensitivity than Swann and Longacre's device of 1928.'" In August 1947 Blackett and his assistants, notably J. M. Pickering, began keeping notebooks for the project, moving it from the Manchester laboratory to Jodrell Bank in January 1949.'# As Blackett worked on design of the magnetometer, he also began to think of substituting for the rotating-disk experiment what he eventually called ' a much easier but still worthwhile subsidiary experiment '. A plausible deduction from the Wilson formula was the existence of a magnetic field in the vicinity of a massive body at rest in the laboratory and in rotation with respect to the heavens. Blackett calculated that a gold cylinder of dimensions 10i10 centimetres would produce a magnetic field of approximately 10 −) gauss. Measurement of this effect now became his immediate goal.'$ He borrowed the gold from the Bank of England.'% In the course of the next three years, Blackett directed the construction of cylinders of varying materials, including gold, as well as the building and testing of different types of astatic magnetometers. In the traditional astatic magnetometer, as devised by Lord Kelvin, two equal and oppositely directed magnets are fixed to a vertical rod suspended by a thin fibre (for example silk or quartz) so that the resultant magnetic moments of the two magnets cancel each other. The system is undisturbed by any changing uniform magnetic field, but in a non-uniform field its deflection is proportional to the difference of horizontal field at the top and bottom magnets. Each magnet of the pair is usually made up of three to six smaller magnets suitably spaced in a vertical direction. A system of mirrors, microscopes and beams of light is incorporated into the magnetometer's design, so that deviations (in radians) of a spot of light on a scale are the measurements recorded.'& Blackett's task was twofold : design of the suspended system in order to give the highest possible performance, and reduction to a minimum of external disturbances so that residual error of a reading is governed only by the Brownian motion of the suspended system. Blackett's approach to the suspension design was first, the use of small trimming magnets with carefully optimized shapes for astaticizing the suspended system and, secondly, increasing the periods of oscillation from approximately ten seconds to thirty seconds in order to increase sensitivity.
To deal with the problem of external disturbances, Blackett set up the laboratory apparatus in the corner of a field 200 yards from the radioastronomy site at Jodrell Bank. His laboratory building was a copper-nailed hut on a heavy concrete foundation, with its inside walls lined with ebonite for thermal insulation (Figure 4) .'' The change in the earth's uniform magnetic field over time had to be compensated. This was done by setting up a system of three Helmholtz coils mounted with their axes mutually perpendicular, a common arrangement.'( Blackett then employed a ' Fluxgate ' device to detect small changes in the earth's magnetic field so that the coils then automatically compensated them ( Figure 5 ).') For the suspended magnets in the magnetometer, Blackett used alloys of various compositions, the most successful of which, Alcomax IV, contained principally aluminium, nickel and cobalt.'* Blackett's first magnetometers used magnets composed of ironcontaining alloys, but the weaker Alcomax magnets were found to be preferable because they reduced the field of the magnetometer at the specimen. The trimming magnets were small wires made of Vicalloy, which is mainly carbon. The suspension fibre was made of fused quartz.(! The specimen to be studied was a cylinder mounted on a vertical hydraulic piston so that the specimen could be moved up and down below the magnetometer a distance of some twenty centimetres in five seconds or less, that is, in considerably less time than the period of oscillation of the suspended system.(" The basic procedure was to take a reading (d " ) of a spot of light with the specimen in its lowest position, raise it close under the magnetometer and take a reading (d # ) after the spot comes to rest, lower the specimen and take a third reading (d $ ).(# The deflection ∆ due to the specimen is then
After a set of readings, the specimen was rotated ninety degrees by a string worked from an outer room, and the process of raising and lowering the specimen was repeated. This procedure avoids measurements compromised by the eddy current disturbances caused by rotating a metallic sample ( This work focused on the measurement of remanent or palaeomagnetism in igneous and sedimentary rocks, in order to determine the direction of the earth's magnetic pole during its past history. Remanent magnetism is found in igneous rocks that lose their magnetism when heated above the Curie temperature and regain magnetism, in the direction of the earth's magnetic field, as they cool. Remanent magnetism is also found in sedimentary rocks that acquire a very weak magnetism through the preferential alignment of particles of magnetic minerals as they settle in water in the presence of the earth's magnetic field. Thus, palaeomagnetism could provide evidence about the direction in the past of the earth's magnetic pole.
Bullard's theory predicted that the pole's direction had changed over time. In contrast, a permanent direction for the earth's pole was consistent with Blackett's bulk theory. Thus, Blackett favoured the view that remanent magnetism indicates shifts in the earth's crust during the earth's history, rather than shifts in the earth's magnetic pole. It is hardly surprising, then, that Blackett began thinking of collecting rock samples to study with his magnetometer.(( In late May 1951, as Blackett was becoming more interested in measuring magnetism in rocks, he was completing experimental runs in his magnetometer hut on a series of metallic and non-metallic cylinders, using more and more sensitive magnetometer designs. The results were negative. Blackett wrote to Pascual Jordan that the rotating body experiment still seemed a crucial experiment, but there is no evidence that Blackett ever attempted it.() While Blackett's results were negative, like those of Albert Michelson and Edward Morley in their search for an ether effect in the 1880s, there is every likelihood, given the independent disconfirming evidence and the general scepticism about Blackett's theory, that any positive results would have remained unconvincing, as was the case with Dayton Miller's short-lived positive evidence for an ether effect.(* Blackett shortly decided to end the static-body experiments, concluding that if any magnetic field is associated with a rotating mass, its value is undetectably small.)! Blackett published his negative results in 1952, saying that they were ' in satisfactory agreement with the independent refutation of the hypothesis by … measurements … of the magnetic field of the earth underground '.)" Of his bold hypothesis, announced with so much fanfare in 1947, Blackett still expressed his regret some twenty-five years later that so attractive and simple a relationship had proved untenable.)# Of his continued pursuit of the experiments described in the 1952 paper, he said that this work had resulted in a valuable ' instrumental study on the theory and use of the magnetometer '.)$ Blackett's attention turned now to the application of his magnetometer to the measurement of very low magnetic fields in new geological specimens taken from sedimentary rocks.)% He and Runcorn, who had moved to Cambridge, organized students to study remanent magnetism. Blackett transferred John A. Clegg, who had worked with Lovell's radioastronomy group, into a new rock magnetism group, which would collect and study rocks from Yorkshire and North Wales.)& Getting up his geology, a close reading of Arthur Holmes's textbook on physical geology convinced Blackett of the appeal of Alfred Wegener's hypothesis of drifting continents.)' As Blackett lectured in May 1951 to the Cambridge Geophysical Department on the measurement of low magnetic fields in sedimentary rocks from the New Red Sandstone, he began moving toward the investigation of rock magnetism as a tool for confirming the hypothesis of continental drift.)( By 1954 Blackett was proposing three-and four-year projects in the measurement of palaeomagnetism around the world to the government's Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.)) RISKING BIG THEORIES Why had Blackett, a consummate experimentalist, embarked in 1947 upon a grand cosmophysical theoretical scheme ? Keith Runcorn believed that there had long been a speculative kernel in Blackett's thinking and that it had been suppressed during his early training at the Cavendish under Rutherford.)* From what he later said about Eddington, Milne, and Chandrasekhar, I think he must have followed the development of knowledge of the internal constitution of stars with wonder … In his ideas on the origin of the Earth's field he gave this speculative element of his mind free reign.*! Yet, Runcorn's statement cannot be the whole of the matter. While Blackett's interests had expanded by the late 1940s from the particle physics of cosmic rays to the cosmological physics of optical and radio astronomy, his early work hardly excluded theoretical interests and practices. Nor is theory neatly opposed to practice.*" When Rutherford gave permission, which Blackett later characterized as ' grudging ', for Blackett to take a brief leave from Cambridge to Go$ ttingen, Rutherford advised Blackett ' to get in touch with the methods of measurement and the ideas of Franck ' (James Franck). In 1937, Homi Jehangir Bhabha (in Cambridge) and Heitler (in Bristol) described the cascade process whereby high-energy electrons that are incident on a lead plate radiate energy that is divided into quanta, which create electron pairs, which create more quanta and electron pairs in turn.*( In 1936, Carl Anderson and Seth Henry Neddermeyer reported that the penetrating cosmic radiation that reaches sea level is composed of particles heavier than the electron. Blackett at first resisted this conclusion, offering an alternative interpretation that very energetic electrons are heavier than less energetic ones, and that they change their mass as their energy drops below a critical value.*) In Blackett's last publication on cosmic rays before the war, he proposed a theory to explain the instability of the Anderson-Neddermeyer particle, then commonly called the ' mesotron ' or ' meson '. Blackett related the length of the particle to the fundamental charge e and to the gravitational constant G, thereby providing a link between atomic and gravitational phenomena.** In his Guthrie Lecture in 1941, Blackett reiterated this possible connection, noting that, if the mean lifetime of the meson is related to G, it might be related through general relativity to the total mass of the universe."!! Eddington was especially well known for his interest in a kind of numerology of the universe, aimed at unification of physical theory through dimensionless ratios that are quotients of the fundamental physical constants G, m e , m p , h and c (the gravitational constant, the charge of the electron, the charge of the proton, Planck's constant and the speed of light), to which he added λ or N, the number of particles (protons) in the universe."!$ Eddington thought that the Dirac equation for the electron described not an individual electron, but the structural relation of the electron to the entire universe."!%
In an article in Naturwissenschaften in 1931, Bethe and German colleagues spoofed Eddington's methodology and the field of ' cosmo-physics '. Max Born harshly called Eddington's work ' rubbish ' in lectures."!& Like Eddington, Milne met unsympathetic criticism from some quarters as he began to develop a theory in 1933 that the gravitation constant has a time variation for observers in a time-scale system in which mass is timeinvariant.
In 1937 Dirac offered an interpretation of the significance of a set of three dimensionless constants of nature, which are expressed in terms of the large numbers 10$), 10$* and 10().
Arriving at the simple but satisfying coincidence of numbers in his 1947 equation, Blackett came to recognize that there was a body of well-established theoretical objections and experimental failures that seemed to forbid the revival and pursuit of this particular theory. But, pursue it he did, along with a programme of strategies for experimental verification.
Some later remarks help clarify Blackett's attitude toward forbidden experiments and theories. At McGill University in 1958, Blackett recalled the history of the proof of the nonconservation of parity in order to warn his audience about the dangers of experimentalists allowing themselves to be ' deterred from making some simple but important experiments because of the predictions of a theory which they did not fully understand -for if they had, they would have realized that it was not soundly based '.""# Reiterating this point on another occasion, Blackett said :
On the frontiers of knowledge a technically possible experiment suggested by theory should of course be performed ; however, an attractive and technically possible experiment should not be omitted because existing theory suggests that it will be uninteresting. In most cases theory will prove right ; in rare cases it will prove wrong and these are the great discoveries.""$
In short, Blackett expressed the need for boldness in theoretical conjectures or in experimental strategies if they could be tied rigorously to what he called phenomenological statements. His friend and colleague Le! on Rosenfeld claimed that Blackett's genius lay precisely in his constructive use of failures : he was not deterred by flops. Blackett would just say ' That's a flop. We must try to make the best of it.'""% Systematic exploration of theory leads to productive ends, even in the refutation of the theory. Rudolf Carnap commented in a letter to Thomas Kuhn, ' the development of theories is … a process of improvement of an instrument '.""& For Blackett, as an experimentalist, the theory of the earth's magnetism was a tool for exploring the fields of astrophysics, geophysics and quantum physics, as well as for arriving at new knowledge of the theory and use of the magnetometer. Had Blackett's theory of the earth's magnetism met with confirmation, it would have been a great discovery.
The temptations of a fundamental and universal physical theory may have been especially appealing to Blackett after wartime service in operational research and post-war preoccupation with the development of atomic weapons. If so, for Blackett, the pursuit of his theory entailed the practical strategies of organizing collaborators and designing experiments at which he was so adept.
The search from 1947 to 1952 for corroboration of the fundamental equation relating the earth's magnetism and its motion was succeeded by an even more wide-ranging and
